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“Alternatives” 

A Sermon by the Rev. Dr. Stephanie May 

First Parish in Wayland 

November 15, 2020 

 
As you may have read, our theme this month is “Conflict: Facing the Hard Issues.” As if we 
needed more of that in our lives?!? Since many of us are already feeling somewhat 
overwhelmed by all the conflicts and hard issues, I thought I’d start us out today on a lighter 
note with a joke about resolving conflicts through artificial intelligence or “AI”: 
 

A man creates the smartest AI and presents it to the UN, boasting it can solve any 

problem. 

 

“Oh yeah?” Said the president of the United States. “Ok how do we solve poverty?” 

 

“Calculating” said the AI, moments later printing out a sheet of paper for the UN to read. 

Leaders from all over the world applied the proposals on the paper and in a month 

everyone starts living better lives. 

 

Impressed, they called for the AI’s assistance again and asked, “how do we create world 

peace?”   

 

“Calculating” said the AI and same as before printed a sheet of paper. Leaders applied 

the writings, and in a month all wars and conflicts stopped. Everybody hates guns now 

and the world is full of love. 

 

On the next UN gathering, curious about the purpose of life, they asked the AI “is there a 

God?” 

 

“Calculating” said the AI. This time though it didn’t give a response immediately. In fact, 

it took a whole day of processing before finally printing out a paper saying “insufficient 

resources, need more for the computation” 

 

“Ok we’ll help out!” Said the leaders of America. And they provided the AI with all of the 

advanced tech America can offer. They asked the question again. 

 

“Calculating” responded the AI. But still, it responded “insufficient resources. Still need 

more for computation” 
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“Ok we’ll also pitch in!” Said the other leaders of the world. Providing their tech and 

networks to the AI. 

 

After the upgrade, the world leaders asked again to the AI “is there a God?” 

The AI responded, “There is one now.” 

 

It’s hard to tell by your muted screens, but I hope you’re laughing! The truth is making you 

laugh was the point.  Laughter, it turns out, is a proven way to lower stress.  

 

I think it’s fair to say that with all the hard issues around us that we’ve all been living with 

enormous stressors for some time. Collectively we all face the risk of the coronavirus, political 

divisiveness, and ongoing legacies of racism and white supremacy.  Most of us are struggling in 

some way with loss of social connections with friends and family. And some of us are trying to 

balance perhaps too much family around while also trying to work from home, while still others 

are dealing with loss of employment or income. I don’t really need to remind any of you of the 

stressors we are facing. 

 

So why then pick “Conflict: Facing the Hard Issues” as a monthly theme?! What was I 

thinking?!? I did imagine that there might be some conflict in November given the election. 

And, sadly, last night violent conflict did erupt in D.C. between different groups. But, I’m also 

aware that dealing with conflict and hard issues is not something that is easy. Indeed, I suspect 

many of us would rather avoid conflict…whether it be on the national stage or within the 

congregation or with a person sitting across the table at home. And while there are a lot of 

great resources out there for how to negotiate conflicts, that’s not what I want to talk about 

today. Rather, I want to talk about the emotions and stress of being in conflict—something we 

have been swimming in now for months. Because my fear is that we may be hitting our fill of 

conflicts and risking burning out. 

 

My own post-election emotions led me to a podcast by Brené Brown in which she interviews 

sisters Emily and Amelia Nagoski about their new book Burnout: The Secret to Unlocking the 

Stress Cycle. What I learned is that stress has a beginning, middle, and end. Burnout happens 

when we get stuck and do not finish the stress cycle. Huh?!  

 

To explain, they tell this imagined story about being chased by a hippo: 

 

[I]magine you managed to run away from the hippo because hippos actually don’t have 

a lot of stamina, so you run all the way, and somebody waves you into through their 

door and you close it and you shut it and the hippo gives up, and it’s like, “Never mind,” 

https://brenebrown.com/transcript/brene-with-emily-and-amelia-nagoski/
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and just runs away. And you look at this person who just saved your life and you feel 

this rush or just exhaustion but this joy to be alive, and it seems like the sun is shining 

brighter and you love your friends and family, and you’re so grateful to be alive. It’s easy 

to think that it is the hippo going away that made that happen, but it’s not, it’s the 

running and the connection. Your body only knows what those behaviors are. Those 

behaviors are what say to your body, “You have escaped from this stressful situation 

and your body is now a safe place for you to be.” It is the behavior, it’s not the change in 

your environment that triggers the physiological change. 

 

Now, we all agree that being chased by a hippo is a stressful situation! But what the authors 

want to emphasize in this example is how the person recovers from the stress of the situation 

by certain behaviors—namely, running and connecting with another person. These behaviors 

trigger the physiological change that signals the end of the stress response and feeling safe 

again. 

 

In their book, the Nagoski sisters make an important distinction between stressors and stress. 

Emily Nagoski explains, “stressors are the things that activate the stress response.” The 

stressors tend to be external—such as a hippo chasing you, but also things like a virus 

transforming society, a divisive government, sexist or racist comments tossed your way, and so 

on. The stress is what Emily calls “the chemical stew” of response to the stressors. Because they 

are two distinct elements, how we deal with them differs.  

 

The sisters suggest we often focus on removing the stressor—that troublesome problem, 

conflict, or issue—but then am uncertain about how to process the stress stew that may linger. 

For example, Amelia tells a story about talking with a journalist in Ireland who had been a part 

of legalizing abortion. Having won their goal after all their activism, the journalist expected to 

feel great. But, as Emily recounts, “they all collapsed, they all got sick, they all felt terrible. Even 

though this terrific news had happened, they felt bad, and it was because all the stress of that 

work, even though the stressor was gone, they hadn’t dealt with the stress in their bodies.” 

 

Does this resonate? It does with me. I have certainly experienced falling sick just after final 

exams or a collapsing after a big deadline. But, I had not thought about it in terms of what we 

are going through now. We are living in a sea of stressors. And, many of the stressors do not 

seem to be going away in the near future.  

 

How then might we continue on without becoming burned out by the ongoing injustice, 

violence, and hate in our world? How might we sustain ourselves as we wait for a vaccine, for 
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herd immunity, for being together again with family, with friends, with First Parish here in-

person? How might we manage the accumulated stress in our bodies? 

 

The first key is that word bodies. Because the stress response lives in our bodies, helping the 

stress cycle end means we need to effect a bodily response. Emily and Amelia Nagoski give us a 

list of alternatives: 

 

1) MOVE your body. Yes, this can mean running or exercise, but it can also just mean 

dancing in your living room, walking around the neighborhood, or gardening.  

 

2) BREATHE. Taking a deep breath in and a deep, long exhalation out communicates to 

your body that you are safe. Even if your thoughts are racing, just keep breathing . . . 

the breath reaches deep and helps to down-regulate the nervous system. 

 

3) POSITIVE SOCIAL INTERACTION. This is the example of high-fiving the person who 

opened the door to save you from a hippo. But, it can also be as simple as a pleasant 

exchange with a cashier in the grocery store.  

 

4) LAUGHTER. This is why I told you a joke to start! The sisters make it clear that they 

don’t just mean polite, social laughter. Rather, they want to see belly-deep laughs 

that shake your body. (Admittedly, maybe my joke wasn’t that good.) 

 

5) HUGS. Yes, I know many of us really miss these. And, it may come as no surprise 

they are on the list. Specifically, they recommend a 20-second hug, breathing 

together until you can feel a shift. That shift, they explain, is your body saying, “I 

have come home to a place of safety, and I know that because my body feels safe 

with this other person pressed against it.” 

 

6) CRYING. Sometimes we just need to let it out. That’s what happened to me last 

week after I gave the benediction. After all the stress of the election and trying to 

plan an appropriate service, my body simply told me it was time for stress-release 

and the tears began to flow. Then, yes, I felt better.  

 

7) CREATIVE EXPRESSION. Music. Dance. Art. Writing. Baking. Sewing. The list could go 

on and on. (Brené Brown shared how she loves to edit family photographs to make 

albums.)  By expressing ourselves creatively, that inner stress finds a way out. 
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You may have even more alternatives on your list. Listening to their list, I realized how during 

this most stressful time that many of my favorite stress-relieving behaviors are currently 

curtailed—like those hugs or the positive social interactions of mingling with a crowd in Coffee 

Hour or at a coffee shop. Realizing this shift challenges me to be more deliberate about 

choosing alternative behaviors that will help the stress not get stuck, but find a way out of my 

body. 

 

Yes, we will face continue to hard issues and conflicts and stressors in our lives. It’s really 

unavoidable. Perhaps in addition to keeping up the fight for a better world with less 

destruction, injustice, and hate, we also can strengthen our skills for handling the stress of this 

world.  

 

As the podcast discussion draws to a close, Emily adds that this work of finishing the stress cycle 

is not just “self-care.” Rather, she insists, “it has to be all of us caring for each other, and right 

now more than any other. We don’t do lean in, we don’t do lean down, we do lean on. Lean 

with. Pick each other up.”  By recognizing how we all need to renew our bodies and our spirits 

during difficult times, we can support one another in these behaviors. That can mean many 

things—encouraging a friend to pick up their paint brush, inviting a family member to go for a 

walk, hugging those in your pod, or saying something positive to a person who crosses your 

path (in-person or online).  By doing so, may we live into our covenantal promise to “care for 

one another.”  

 

So may it be. Amen.  

 


